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Cleon T. Knapp 
Man of Influence 

A Portrait 

Repnt, lawyer, man-of-inftu
en~, Cleon T. Knapp's career has 
all the hallmarks of "success." He 
occupies the pinnacle of his chosen 
profession, and if there is an Ari
zona aristocracy of position and 
personal elegance he is of it. 

Personal History 
Knapp is no carpet-bagger, he 

came to Arizona in 1914 to accept 
a position as counsel for the Calu
met Copper Co., after earlier suc
cesses as a mining lawyer and 
legislator in Minnesota. He has 
remained. to acquire the badges, 
titles and rights that attach to the 
person of a distinguished corpora
tion lawyer. A senior member of 
the senior Tucson firm of Boyle. 
Knapp, Bilby & Thompson, and a 
Republican party wheelhorse, he 
deserves designation as one of the 
chief policy-makers of law and 
politics in Arizona-and Tucson. 
As a politician, Knapp has always 
preferred work in the wings 
rather than on~stage. His political 
convictions are suggested by his 
friendship with, and admiration 
for, Tucson's fair-weather citizen 
Westbrook Pegler. 

TbeMan 
Knapp's appearance invariably 

conveys a sense of what might be 
termed "presence," and he deliv
ers his expressions of opinion on 
any cause or subject with an air 
of pontifical grandeur. Whether 
his motives spring from a realiza
tion that civic-mindedness is fash
ionable, or are informed by a sin
cere altruism, he is a booster who 
gives generously of his time and 
money to sport, recreation and 
causes of civic betterment. Simi
larly, his wife assists the Junior 
League in its good fight for a chil
dren's colony. Whatever his rela
tionship is with society at large, 
Knapp is unquestionably a "good 
man" in his personal contacts with 
his fellows. 

TbeLawyer 
Fellows of the Bar regard Cleon 

Knapp as an able lawyer, with a 
special competency in the fields of 
mining, corporation and taxation 
l;l.w. His chief claim to legal .emi
nence perhaps rests on a near
success before the "Taft Supreme 
Court" in 1921. By a 5 to 4 decision 
the court rejected his contentions 
that Arizona's Workmen's Com
pensation Act-and all similar 

(Continued on.Page 3) 

Has President 
Atkinson Resigned? 

HAS PRESIDENT ATKINSON 
RESIGNED? A Tucson news re
port states that Atkinson. will at-

UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA 
STANDARDS CHALLENGED 

tend Regents' meetings as financial 
adviser. Doe~ this mean that "At- A distinguished professor heFerecently described (not 
kinsonism," whose effects on the publicly) the University of Arizona as "a loose combination u. of A. are described in this 
Duck issue, will continue to rule of marriage mart, athletic society, social club, diploma mill, 
U policy through control of the health resort, and trade schooL" By analyzing each of these 
purse-strings? Certainly it is the ." , 
duty of the Regents to explain to labels, we can find the motives WhICh have sent most of todays 
the public in exactly what capac-, students to American universities and colleges. Only han. d- -
~~d ~:~son has been retained- fuls regard the 4-year routine they are going through as a pro-

I 
cess of achieving intellectualma-

Th F t f th N W k · turity, becoming well-rounded 
e U ure 0 e egro or er citizens and thinking men-and 

I Th U · d S fA·· women-of gaining an education. n ese nIle tates 0 tnerlca Such fundamental functions of in-
stitutions of higher learning are 
notoriously neglected by the D;l.. 
tion's ruling educators. But we. 
can agree with the bitter gentle
man quoted above that the Uni
versity of Arizona is even more 
deficient than most state U's. 

Scholarship Standards 

There is no color line in economic theory. In theory, the 
employer is motivated only by considerations of return on his 
expenditure. He will hire the best man he can at the market 
price for labor. He will be forced to do this to meet the COIn
petiti9n of other producers, who, like himself, are also seeking 
the most productive workers obtainable at the market wage. 

It is significent to note that in 
No textbook in economics seeks the sl?eeches ma?e this Spripg by 

So runs the theory. 

Phone 
Make 

Workers 
Statement 

. . outgomg PreSIdent Atkmson, 
to explam why workers are paId I President-Elect McCormick and 
one price for a certain type of' Vice-President-Elect Nugen~ em
work if their skin is white, and phasis was placed on the mechan
another price if it is black. And iCf" of university life: condition of 
yet that is the general practice. A the grass on campus, theconstruc-' . 

April 7th, 320,000 telephone certain deficiency in economic tion of new buildings, and the es-
workers all over the nation struck. theory seems to be indicated. tablishment of better alumni rela-
These workers struck, not because tions. Typically, the administra-
the Telephone Company refused NEGRO FARMER tors ignored scholarship, educa-
to give a wage increase, but be- The American Negro has tradi- tional values. Typically, . they. 
cause the Telephone Company re- tional roots in the soil. Almost seemed almost anti-intellectual, 
fused to sit across the table from one-third of the Negro families in almost afraid to bring up the un
our union officials and negotiate. this country live on farms, the mentionable matter -of studies. 
The reason the Telephone Com- overwhelming majority of these in Such an attitude on the part of 
pany refused to negotiate was not the Southern states. The peak of an administration is a betrayal of 
inability to pay an increase, but Negro farm ownership in the its trust. Students will continue to 
because they were out to break South occurred in 1900 when ap- sneer at the "greasy grind" and 
the union from the beginning. proximately twenty-five percent the "book-worm" as they did in 

This year saw the first real ef- of Negro .farm home;s were Negro high school; they will go on hail .. 
forts of the union to bargain on owned. Smce that time the num- ing as success the making of "3" 
a nation-wide basis. Before the 'be;r of Negro-owned farms has de- and "4" grades with a bare mini
strike telephone workers voted to dmed. Between 1920 and 1930, for mum of effort and complete lack 
form a national union known as example, Negro farm owners lost of absorption and understanding; 
The Communication Workers of 2,749,619 acres. and they will still hold kissing 
America (CWA). This would en- Not only has the number of games in front of the auditorium 
able them to have one strong na- Negro-owned farms decreased, but during honors assemblies--as long 
tional union rather than approxi- the average size of Negro-owned as the University itself provides 
mately 40 affiliated unions. The farms has declined. And, even no counter-spirit and upholds no 
company, realizing the strength more significant, the quality of counter-standard. ' 
of such a union, prepared to stop Negro-owned farms has deterior- When the Wildcat revealed this 
this national unity before it could ated. It takes cash or credit to year that an organized gang of 
get started. Thus they refused to raise feed crops for cattle and thieves had been discovered with 
give a single counter proposal to hogs, and very little cash or credit access to examination papers, the 
any of our earlier demands. has been made available to Negro reaction on the campus was not 

The company in trying to break farmers. As a result, they have the natural protest that the insti:. 
the union, has defeated its own found it necessary to produce a tution's values were being threat
purpose by uniting the workers cash crop - cotton - and cotton ened, and a demand for correction. 
into a stronger organization than crops have damaged their soil. A What reaction there was took the 
they have ever been before. <Continued on Page. 3) (Continued on Page 4) 
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The Basis of Democracy 
An Editorial 

Duck Soup 
We know a few interesting tales with the culprits, replied, "What 

which might wellliupplement the did they do that was wrong?" 
article elsewhere in this issue on Yes, the publicity quieted down 
the UA. The first concerns the and people forgot about it. 
average UA student and his lack Then of course there was the 
of general education and knowl- famous occasion in the late 30's, 
d we believe it was, when a fra-

e ge: ternity held one of those tradi-
About four years ago, a philoso- tional South Sea-type dances to 

phy prof decided to test his class's which guests come dressed attrac
knowledge of current events by tively but meagerly. A local pho
asking them "the easiest ques- t h t th ball h d tions" he could think of. The re- ograp er go on, e ,oppe 

over to the place and sold his 
suIts were, or at least should have batch of fascinating photos to 
been, startling: Two of the 26 stu- Life. The U administration boiled 
dents in the class were unable to at this violation of the prime prin-' 
identify Winston Churchill, and eiple of Quiet Propriety, and 
one flunked on MacArthur. Less about 30 (thirty) students in
than half of the class were able volved in the affair were promptly 
to say anything intelligent about kicked out of the U. But pressures 
the identity of Eisenhower, were brought to bear, and when 
Himmler, or Ernest J. King, or Pressure meets the Principle of 
about the location of Guadalcanal, Propriety-wen, the students got 
Moresby, or Dakar, all of which b k' t h 1 It is particularly appropriate at this time to re-examine were chosen because they were ac m 0 sc 00. 

the theoretical basis of democracy. Many assertion.s confront- front-page news at the time. The A few recent editorials in the 
ing us daily in the nation's press and over the radio indicate professor declared that the results University of Arizona Wildcat, 
that the term is frequently used to cover up a basic misunder- of his little experiment, while have reaffirmed faith in that 

highly regrettable, were not sur- newspaper's major pre m i s e: 
standing of what it involves. prising to him: namely, that everything is "sweet 

Democracy is a political form of society in which govern- He explained that most of the and pure" and we mustn't think 
mental ends are determined by the majority through agreed- students live in dormitories, fra- about anything that isn't. 

dures which guarantee the participation and con ternities, and sorority houses An indication of the limits of 
upon proce - which usually have about one the Wildcat's socialenlightenment 
sent of the people.' • daily newspaper and one weekly (which amounts almost to a total 

Democracy stands in sharp contrast to other political news journal to a houseful of from lack of it) is evident in the gen
forms of society in which governmental ends are determined 20 to 100 students. eral "party, party, who's got the 
by relatively small groups according to understandings and But the story isn't complete party?" motif predominating each 
Procedures which provide for minority control and direction. without including a record of the .issue. Its major crusade at present 

reaction of the President of the is the erection of another pile of 
The Assumptions of Democracy University. He felt that the fail- red brick on the campus-an aJ-

The theoretical basis of democracy involves fundamental ings of the student were both un- leged "memorial" Student Union 
PrincipIE~s. Underlying such ideas as are presented in these derstandable and justifiable. For, Building-which admittedly wtn 

E f 11 . d h h go a long way toward implementprinciples are several basic assumptions. Professor Charles . a ter a , he pomte out, t ey ave ing the, "party-party" attituqe 
Merriam, University of Chicago, has characterized them as to spend a lot of time studying, which has so endeared itself to 

and after that they need relaxa-
follows: tion; so they have no time to read the Wildcat . 

. (1) The essential dignity of man, the importance of pro- newspapers. wfi~~i~ Si~~!:!~i:t~ in ~~iffe~~~~: 
tecting and cultivating his personality on a fraternal rather A local editorial at the time toward, or ignorance of, the fact 
than a ditlerential principle, and the .elimination of special commented, "A system of educa- that despite the spaciousness of 

d h · tion which does not convey to the th U' 't Lib d Privileges based upon unwarranted or exaggerate emp aSls e mverSl y rary, an re~-
d tl b h b . young a good basic knowledge of ommendations for improving its 

on the i erence etween uman emgs. . the world they live in will gradu- cooling system, it is conceded l:)y 
(2) Confidence in the perfectibility of mankind. ate square pegs for round holes." most faculty members and l:)y 
(3) The assumption that the gains of commonwealths are Some time after this little inci- most of the students who actually 

essentially mass gains and should be ditlused as promptly as dent, Tucson firemen located hun- use it, that the Library's book fa-
Possible throughout the community, without too great delay dreds of gallons of gasoline hoard- cHities are not adequate to meet 

ed and stored away in fraternity the need of a first-rate University. 
or too wide a spread in ditlerentials. houses in direct violation of, fire But, on the other hand, "every-

(4) The desirability of popular decision in the last analy- regulations-and rationing. Pun- thing is sweet and pure, and we 
sis on basic questions for the expression of such decisions and ishment was left in the hands of mustn't think about anything that 

r University officials, one of whom, isn't." And, besides, "every night's 
their validation in po ICY· when asked what would be done a party night!" 
. (5) Confidence in the possibility of conscious social change - ____________ ~~-=---=:~ _______ _ 

accomplished through the process of consent rather than by ing that we scrap what we have in favor of the current foreign 
the methods of violence. "Utopia." 

Theory and Practice Both of these groups fall into the same error. There are no 
These constitute the ideological basis of our political differentiations or shadings in their perception of "good" and 

system. The practice of our democracy should be directed "evil," with their own particularistic brands of "angels" and 
toward proving these assumptions. The principal factor in "devils." That which conforms to theirprejudice is all "white." 
maintaining democracy is the application of these basic as- That which does not is all "black." For them there are no 
sumptions in aworking program. Such a program must be an "grays." 
evolving concept. It must be able to adapt itself to human To the extent that either of these groups is able to stamp 
needs. its imprint on the fabric of American democracy our national 

Those Who Dissent life denies the assumptions upon which it is founded. 
The RUPTURED DUCK reasserts its continuing faith in 

the theoretical basis of democracy and in a continuing pro
gram for the implementation of that faith . 

Such a program will be meaningless to those who assert 
that democracy really means the perpetuatiop of special privi

. lege and to those who advocate that we turn the clock back. 
It wi~l be equally meaningless to those who look through half
closed eyes upon foreign forms of politi~al society, recommend-

It strongly affirms that the American Vetel'ans Committee 
offers such a program. 
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Negro Worker 
In the U.S. 

(Continued From Page 1) 
study in 1933 showed that about 
one-third of the soil in the South 
is eroded, and the N egrQ farmer 
has been crowded onto the eroded 
soil. 

As Negroes have lost their prop
erty rights to farm lands, many 
have been forced to become agri
cultural workers on a crop shar
ing basis. About two-thirds of the 
Negroes in agricultural work to
day are sharecroppers, recognized 
as the most unfairly.exploited and 
depressed segment of the Ameri
can economy. Other Negro labor
ers work in plantation gangs un
der the supervision of white over
seers, very much in the manner 
of slave days. 

NEGRO IN INDUSTRY 
Because of the conditions pre

vailing in Southern agriculture, 
thousands of Negroes have migrat
ed to N otthern industrial cities 
during the past three decades. 
Here they have met opposition to 
their encroachment by being 
barred from unions of craftsmen 
and tradesmen. And here, as in 
the South, the Negro found him
self a marginal worker who knew 

. job security only during times of 
peak production. Among them
selves, Negroes have a laconic 
W3¥ of expressing this point: 
"Last hired; first fired!" 

The coming of industrial unions, 
with .emphasis on labor solidarity, 
has given the Negro an opportun
ity to publicly identify himself as 
a part of America's industrial la
bor pool, but still he finds himself 
left out of the up-grading and held 
to unskilled or semi-skilled posi-
tions. -

F{)r Negroes in the professions 
and Negroes in business, the over
all picture .is no brighter. Profes
sional and businessmen are re
stricted for their patronage to the 
Negro communities. This means 
lack of opportunity to acquire 
wealth, for Negro communities in
variably are poor. (In 1935 Negro
owned real property was estimat
ed .at $210 per capita.) Only two 
lines of endeavor have proven 
consistently remunerative in Ne
gro communities - undertaking 
and gambling. 

ECONOMIC TRENDS 
Bad as the static picture of the 

Negro's economic situation ap
pears to be, the dynamic picture 
is even more dismal. The trends, 
with a few exceptions, are against 
the Negro. Having lost the skills 
which were his during slavery, the 
Negro is forced into unskilled 
fields. But the demand for un-

. skilled labor is being sapped by 
the development of machinery. 
Mechanization is a great enemy 
of the Negro, for it frequently 
comes as a substitute for Negro 
labor, and when it comes, white 
operators come with it. Even 
where they have shown a willing
ness to accept lower pay, the em
ployment trends have ruled them 
out. Shortly before the war, for 
example, a surv~y showed that 
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fifty percent of the Negro youths advocate for corporations, once 
between the ages of 15 and 24 expressed the opinion that the loss 
were unemployed. of prestige of the legal profession 

In agriculture, the trend appears was coincidental with the Indus
to be against small land holdings trial revolution and the rise of 
and to favor the operation of large huge, impersonal enterprises. He 
farming units which are cultivated felt that the great businesses had 
by giant machines. In such an ag- done society as a whole a disserv
ricultural economy, there will be ice by their practice of exclusively 
no place for the Negro. hiring the best legal minds of the 

With few exception~, the Negro day. He noted that in the simpler 
finds that his only hope for ma- society of early America it was 
terial success lies in the possibil- usually the lawyer who could be 
ity of exploiting other Negroes. relied on to look broadly at the 
Economic theory does not suggest human affairs and causes of the 
an explanation of that, either. moment. It is one of the regret-

It would not be appropriate to table incidents of modern society 
end this account of the Negro's- that too few legal men have Bran
economic quandary without some deis' own capacity to look after 
suggestion of a solution. It is the legitimate rights of business 
doubtlessly true that the Negro's without losing sight of the com
position can best be improved mon welfare. But if Knapp has 
within the framework of a gen- been a special pleader for business 
erally improved employment situ- most of his life, he should not be 
ation. This improved situation harshly judged when so few of 
could come from proper planning, his brethren peer over their en
executed within the bounds of a vironmental fences into the world 
democratic political state. Such at large. 
planning would strive to achieve When Republican Knapp was 
abundance rather than to main- appointed to the Board of Regents 
tain scarcity. It would utilize all by Governor Osborn in a political 
resources and manpower, and it "double-play", his qualifications 
would do one thing more. as a supervisor of higher educa-

It would cause economic text- tion were not readily apparent. 
books to be re-written. After a three-year regency they 

----(0 remain obscure. The main task of 
Cleon T. Knapp those who are sincerely interested 

in furthering higher learning 
(Continued From Page 1) would seem to be an operation of 

Acts of other states-was an un- selling the people and the legisla
constitutional enactment. Lawyer ture on a program of expansion 
Knapp reasoned that his corporate which would place education and 
clients would be deprived of educators first. Knapp has been 
"equal protection" of the law by more concerned with fiscal econ
the Act, and would be bankrupted omy; and he has always viewed 
if it were enforced. That the Act, the University complacently, with 
in retrospect, ,has proven one of an eye on the status quo. It has 
the fine, humanitarian pieces of been obvious in their selection of 
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presidents for the University and 
ASTC at Flagstaff that the Knapp· 
minded majority of the Board of 
Regents has not been interested in 
the "big men" who could have 
dominated the scene and given the. 
schools a needed" rehabilitation. 
Rather they have tried to choose 
men who can themselves be dom
inated. (Knapp's committees on 
the selection of a new president 
has never bothered to deny the 
rumor that the application of Rob
ert Maynard Hutchins was brush
ed off without serious considera-. 
tion!) Not content with determin
ing general policy, Knapp has 
managed to keep a "tight rein" 
on many of the details of admin
istration at the University which 
are normally left to school offi
cials-a procedure which some
times makes errand boys out of 
useful educators. This domineer~ 
ing interest in administrative mat
ters has produced a campus atmos
phere best summarized by the ad
ministrator who said "I always 
feel that Mr. Knapp is looking 
over my shoulder." 

Looking Ahead 
There is growing evidence that 

Knapp's prestige is waning with 
influential school people and Tuc
sonan's. Until now life for Knapp 
has been a magnificent chase, and 
he has always ridden with the 
hunters. It remains to be seen 
whether those who have obedient
ly held the horses and fixed the 
jumps will continue responding to 
his slightest wish. 
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CHESTNUT 

legislation of the time may have 
left a blemish on the shining ar
mor with which he was outfitted 
when he stood at the bridge like 
Horatius in the early twenties. In 
any event, it is likely Knapp con
soles himself in soldierly fashion 
with the thought that he perform
ed an assigned task with efficien
cy: Most lawyers who represent 
special interests rationalize them
selves into good conscience by 
braiding the maypole of fact with 
the major premise that the gen
eral welfare and the welfare' of 
their clients are somehow identi
cal. In recent years Knapp's court
room appearances have been in
frequent, and his contact with the 
"muddy shoe trade" has practi
.cally ceased. The heavy work of 
the firm is now handled by the 
younger lawyers, and Knapp has 
assumed the more expansive role 
of a public relations counsel for 
such clients as the Phelps-Dodge 
Corp., the Southern Pacific, and 
the El Paso Natural Gas Co. 

ZINDER'S 

Justice Brandeis 
The late Mr. Justice Brandeis, 

who himself made a fortune as an 
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U of Arizona 
Challenged 
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on the campus have achieved and student body. But we strongly 
maintained competence. The Col- urge President McCormick and 
leges of Mines, Law and Engineer- . Vice-President Nugent to stop and 
ing, for example, enjoying the think a moment after these struc-

(C!>ntinued From Page 1) blessing of the Phelps-Dodge pow- tures are erected. What sacrifice 
form' of mild curiosity or humor. ers, have had more than their of the scant remaining academic 

share of influence in obtaining standards would the UA have to 
. And, as far as we can find out, men and material and in influenc- make in order to achieve a 10,000 
nothing' has even yet been done ing policy. But such segments enrollment? Can a U function 
by U authorities to apprehend and have, if anything, actually hinder- comfortably with such vast num
punish the offenders. ed the development of .rounded bers? Is a university built of piled 

It is a sampling of the atmos- educational policy, by insisting on bricks and enrollment statistics, 
phere which discourages sincere concentration in their fields to the or is it made of stronger stuff -
teachers, Who see a growing fu- exclusion of general studies. The man's wisdom? 
tility in attempting to establish result has been one-sided pro- Edueational Aims 
honest standards of instruction ducts, trained agricultural experts We believe that the veterans of 
where honest standards are re- and engineers incapable of living World War n, and other future 
pudiated. or reading or voting intelligently, alumni of the UA, aren't interest-

The Status Quo [lawyers with a modicum of social ed in rubber-stamp diplomas 
For the watchwords of admin- enlightenments, subsisting in a which certify four years of coke

istration policy at Arizona' have legalistic vacuum. Indee<;i, it is ~he dating in a shiny new student 
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ized direction lor integrating the 
work of the students. They should 
actively guarantee and encourage 
freedom of expression and inquiry 
for faculty and students. They 
should provide for the moderniza
tion of laboratory and library 
equipment. They should act as 
educational leaders in the State 
of Arizona to hasten the time 
when young men and women, ir
respective of race, color or creed, 
will be graduating from Arizona 
high schools with equipment for 
college work, and the opportunity 
to achieve social and intellectual 
maturity in a true University. We 
feel that the people of Arizona and 
their legislature would gladly sup- , 
port such a program; we feel that 
student veterans deserve nothing 
less. We affirm that America can 
afford nothing less. -

. been Peace and the Status Quo. abse~ce of central plannmg WhICh union building-and certify noth
Instead of fostering an active de- permIts most studen~s to gr~duate ing else, We believe they'd rather 
sire to stimulate ideas to invite from the U of A WIthout m any try their minds at honest educa- ;:;=========;;:::===;::;. 
interchange of opinioiJ., to stir sense having been educated. tion and take their chances on 
healthy controversy for growing Second Rate U making the authentic grade, that 
minds, we have had fostered here Warning has been sounded here they'd welcome the challenge! 
an intellectual sterility. A new at UA. President Atkinson was We believe that President Mc
idea or a fresh thought or a non- told bluntly this year by a faculty Cormick and Vice-President Nu
conforming reaction has been a member that Arizona U has al- gent and the Board of Regents 
thing to be avoided and sup- ready become "a second-rate. col- should remedy many of the evils 
pressed. lege among the second-rate." to which we have called attention. 

Genuine fear has -entered the Teachers are leaving to accept Actively, they should promote a 
hearts of many teachers, proceed- jobs offering higher pay. Many spirit of intellectual interest as the 
ing thence to their minds. They who remain are disgruntled, have dominant atmosphere of the UA 
uttetopinions oilly after they have to take outside work, are forced to campus. They should establish 
conSidered whether or not their face economic worries which are genuine academic standards, ad
utterances will offend the authori- constant deterrents to good teach- ministered with honesty. They 
ties~' Last week a social science ing. Some startlingly incompetent should grant faculty rule over 
professor hesitated to air publicly people have been hired to fill the academic matters, with central
his views on the Truman Doctrine. gaps. 

TREJO'S 
SHELL SERVICE 
Expert Lubrication 

Top Quality Accessories 
. Park and S.,eedway 

Veteran Owned and Operated 

HeWas afraid that his well-calcu- Yet the President, the only per
latecL oPPQsition to the Greece- sonallink between the University 
Turkey loans, being contrary to and its governing body, the State 
prevailing public opinion and Board of Regents, could not be 
chancing to parallel 'the Commun- convinced that satisfactory faculty I 

ist Line, would bring disfavor salaries were as important as the 
upon him from the per$6ns who erection of a student union build
control his salary and thereby the iXlg. His recommendation for sal-
welfare of his family. Peace and ary'increases was seriously insuf- ~============~ the Status Quo, thus. ficient in view of cost of liying ,t" 

Ideally, a University is Ii com- rises, but it of course ruled the 
munity of self-governing educa- opinions of the Regents and their 
tors. But the deans do most of the request to the State Legislature. 
academic governing at the UA (al- The U Library, a disgrace in its 
though in one or two colleges inadequacy, can receive little help 
genuine curriculum committees while the administration plugs in
operate). Cynicism is the reaction stead for more and bigger build
of the teacher who sees educa- ings. 
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tional policy formulated by :the President Atkinson has affirmed 
administrative officers, according that he believes the U of A can 
to arbitrary, often selfishly moti- and should reach an enrollment 
vated, principles. The Regents at of TEN THOUSAND STUDENTS 
present have an opportunity to WITHIN THE N EXT FEW 
take a great step toward liberaliz- YEARS! He has implemented 
'ing UA education and promoting such expansionist ideas with plans 
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academic freedom by approving in! 
the pending proposed faculty con- for new buildings. Certa· y new 
stitution. accommodations are required to 
. Some departments and colleges take care of the veteran-enlarged 
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